In engineering design problems, performance functions evaluate the quality of designs. Among the designs, some of them are classified as good designs if responses from performance functions satisfy a target point or range. An infinite set of good designs in the design space is defined as a solution space of the design problem. In practice, since the performance functions are analytical models or black-box simulations which are computationally expensive, it is difficult to obtain a complete solution space. In this paper, a method that finds a finite set of good designs, which is included in a solution space, is proposed. The method formulates the problem as optimization problems and utilizes gray wolf optimizer (GWO) in the way of design exploration. Target points of the exploration process are defined by clustering intermediate solutions for every iteration. The method is tested with a simple two-dimensional problem and an automotive vehicle design problem to validate and check the quality of solution points.
Introduction
Engineering design problems can be formulated as traditional optimization problems which consist of design variables, constraints, and an objective function (or objective functions for multiobjective optimization problems). In the problems, performance functions that evaluate the quality of the products can be involved in the constraints or objective functions. For example, in product family design, the objectives in the problem are often maximizing performance and minimizing costs. The platform-design problem can be formulated as one comprehensive optimization problem with one objective where the multiple objectives are combined into one function [1] . There can be multiple objective functions in product family design to obtain a set of Pareto-optimal solutions [2] . For the engineering design problems that have multiple disciplines, they are decomposed into subproblems that represent different disciplines. The distributed problems can be obtained from multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) techniques, such as collaborative optimization [3] , bilevel integrated system synthesis [4] , and analytical target cascading [5] . However, in the early stage of an engineering design process, the target of performance functions and the boundary of design variables are not certain. They can be changed during the design process because of the uncertainty in realworld situations. Also, designers may focus on the feasible region of the design space rather than finding one optimal solution.
Instead of the point-based design, which finds the best design point in iterative processes, set-based design can be adapted to answer the challenge. When the parameters and the target for the design process are assured, the point-based design can be used. However, in practice, the design optimization problem is uncertain because of the variability of the parameters in the system. With setbased design, designers can keep multiple solutions and narrow down the set of candidate designs by removing unnecessary solutions [6] [7] [8] . Since designers can interact during the design process, they can gain insight from the intermediate solutions of the process and have a better understanding of the system. Designers can even adjust the parameters of the problem based on the information [9] . This concept has been adopted to optimization problems with various applications, such as MDO [10] , aerospace industry [11] , and high-rise building structures [12] . In this paper, we propose a method that finds a finite set of feasible designs using design exploration which would be a part of set-based design approaches. K-means clustering and gray wolf optimizer (GWO) are utilized in the way of design exploration. The related research is discussed in Secs. 1.1 and 1.2.
Design Exploration.
As the set-based design starts from finding the feasible designs and solution space in the design space, we reviewed the literature about design exploration in this section. The solution space is a region in the design variable space that satisfies the target range and constraints, which is the result of design-exploration processes. Instead of having one best point, designers will get an infinite set of solutions so that they can easily adapt to a new target. There are incomplete and complete methods of having a solution space. Obviously, complete methods will provide more solutions than incomplete methods, but it takes a much longer time to solve the problem.
One of the ways to achieve the solution spaces is from algorithms for constraint satisfactory problem (CSP). CSP is a mathematical problem that consists of variables, domain, and constraints. The goal of the problem is to find values for the variables that are in the domain and satisfy the constraints. In most cases, researchers have focused on CSP with discrete variables [13] . However, for design optimization problems, continuous variables are mostly used. In order to use the discrete CSP, Lottaz et al. [14] transformed the continuous CSP into discrete CSP and used discrete CSP techniques directly. Also, Yannou et al. [15] combined a CSP technique and Monte Carlo simulation which is inefficient when the system is highly constrained. Instead of applying Monte Carlo directly, the authors used the CSP technique first with incomplete approach since obtaining the complete set of the solution space is computationally expensive. After getting the incomplete solution space, they performed Monte Carlo simulation. One of the algorithms for continuous CSP is an interval partitioning method [16] . This algorithm partitions the domains of variables into smaller boxes so that they can be determined if feasible or infeasible. For CSP techniques, the functions in the problem formulation should be formed as analytical expressions. Moreover, it is difficult to solve the problem with high-dimensional functions.
In engineering design problems, Pareto frontiers can be used to get the solution space. Mattson and Messac [17] proposed a method to find Pareto frontiers of multi-objective problems. With this method, the authors can obtain a set of solutions that maximize performance. The formulation in this paper has a lower and upper bound of responses, while the performance is maximized in Ref. [17] . Another method, isoperformance [18] , is a systematic method to obtain the solution space and select the best design from the solution space. The authors not only maximize the performance but also consider other criteria such as cost and risk. There are three steps in the method: obtaining a performance-invariant set of solutions using a gradient-based approach, eliminating some of the solutions based on noninferiority criteria (i.e., only Pareto-optimal points remain), and discussing the designs in the solution space to finalize the design. However, the step size in the first step would be too small to explore a wide range of space. Also, they formulated the problem with a target point, but we focus on the problem that contains a target range. Monte Carlo simulation is another method that the designers can use. Eichstetter et al. [19] proposed a method that provides a box-shaped solution space. With the step by step process, designers can find an incomplete set of good designs. The set is a Cartesian product of lower and upper bounds, which creates a box-shaped space. Since the final solution of the method is a box with lower and upper bounds, the solution cannot cover two different islands in the solution space. Also, if the shape of the feasible region is not convex, the boxshaped solution could be missing many solutions.
Gray Wolf
Optimizer. In this paper, a method is proposed that utilizes a derivative-free method to find good design points that satisfy the target range. Evolutionary algorithms (EA) are one of the widely used algorithms for exploration and optimization. The algorithms are inspired by biological evolution. It starts with a random population, and the quality of each individual is evaluated by a fitness function. For each iteration, the population is evolved using crossover and mutation. EA includes genetic algorithm (GA) [20] , genetic programming [21] , and evolutionary strategy [22] . Another method is swarm intelligence. It imitates biological systems such as bird swarms and ant colonies. Some of the methods include ant colony optimization [23] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [24] , and GWO [25] .
In the proposed method, GWO is chosen because of its iteration process. Different from other methods, we do not have to wait until it converges. The algorithm starts with a fixed number of agents and maximum iterations, and it stops at the maximum iteration. Therefore, we can calculate the exact number of function evaluations with GWO.
Algorithm 1

GWO
Input: Number of search agents (n), maximum number of GWO iterations (t max ) procedure GWO(n, t max )
Calculate the fitness for each X i (1) X α ← the best agent X β ← the second best agent X δ ← the third best agent t ← 1 while t ≤ t max do for i = 1, … , n do Update the agent as in Eq. (7) Calculate the fitness for X i (t + 1) end for Update a, A, and C Update X α , X β , and X δ t ← t + 1 end while return X α end procedure GWO is a metaheuristic method that computationally simulates gray wolf hunting for the prey [25] . The social hierarchy of wolves is mathematically modeled by categorizing all the gray wolves into four types of wolves. The wolf who has the best fitness value is denoted as alpha (α). The second and third best wolves are named as beta (β) and delta (δ), respectively. The rest of the wolves are considered as omega (ω). In GWO, the search process of the ω wolves is guided by α, β, and δ. The group hunting process that encircles the prey (the optimal solution of an optimization problem) is modeled as follows: 
where a is a vector of which the elements are linearly decreased from 2 to 0 during the optimization process, and r 1 and r 2 are the random vectors whose elements are in [0, 1]. As it is shown in Eq. (2), wolves are updated toward the prey. However, the prey is unknown during the search process in mathematical models. The prey is estimated by α, β, and δ since it is assumed that the three best solutions have better knowledge about the location of the prey [25] . The updating scheme of each wolf is as follows. Also, the algorithm of GWO is described in Algorithm 1.
In this paper, a concept that provides a finite set of good designs is proposed. Numerical experiments for a small problem and an automotive vehicle design are performed to test the proposed method. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the proposed method is explained in detail. In Sec. 3, a two-dimensional problem and a bicycle model are tested for the numerical experiment. Finally, we present the discussion and conclusion in Secs. 4 and 5, respectively.
Methods
2.1 Problem Statement. The main goal of this paper is to introduce a new method that provides a finite set of good designs. If a design point in the design space satisfies the boundary of design variables and the response of the point is in the target range, we define it as a "good" design. Otherwise, it is a "bad" design. A set of feasible designs will give designers a wide range of alternatives for the final decision. The proposed method can solve engineering design problems with a special structure, in which responses of the performance functions have two-sided bounds. The purpose of the method is obtaining a set of feasible designs, which satisfies solution space F which is as follows:
In Eq. (8) 2.2 Proposed Methods: Multiple Target Exploration. The proposed method has three features that make GWO sample good design points efficiently. First, in order to use GWO as a sampling technique, a filtering process for every intermediate solution is added to the algorithm. Second, we modified existing updating scheme in GWO for better exploration. Lastly, a clustering method is used to obtain target points for design exploration and define fitness functions of the algorithm. In the method, penalty function, ϕ(y), is used as a fitness function of the problem. Either the constraints for the boundary of the design variables, x ≥ x L and x ≤ x U , or the target range of responses, y ≥ T L and y ≤ T U , can be relaxed to define the penalty function. The constraints for the boundary are hard constraints that must be satisfied in the problem because these constraints have physical meanings in most cases. However, the constraints y ≥ T L and y ≤ T U can be considered as soft constraints. As responses of performance functions represent a quality of design and the target range is determined by designers, the target range can be violated. An objective function, or a fitness function with relaxed constraints, is as follows:
In the proposed method, however, different penalty functions other than Eq. (9) are used. Instead of using T L and T U to define the penalty function, a target point, T, that is in the target range (T L ≤ T ≤ T U ) is selected to construct a penalty function as in Eq. (10). The target points are obtained by using a clustering method.
With the new penalty function, GWO keeps updating toward the target point even if the agents are in the target range. When Eq. (9) is used as a fitness function, three best agents are not updated once it finds three good designs because X α , X β , and X δ are updated only if there is an agent that has lower fitness value than them. They cannot become different points once they are in the target range (i.e., fitness values equal to 0). However, with the new penalty function, they keep being updated. The detailed explanation for three important features of the method is as follows:
(1) Adding the filtering process for every intermediate solution.
We consider all the intermediate points during the optimization process rather than merely taking the final solution. In the method, the searching process of the optimization problem is considered as a sampling process that finds multiple feasible points in F . For example, when GWO solves an optimization problem which has Eq. (9) as an objective function, it evaluates all the fitness values for agents. During the GWO iteration process, if the fitness is 0 (the point is in the target range), we add the point to the set of good designs, G, which has points that satisfy all the target ranges. Otherwise, the point is added to the set of bad designs, B. Therefore, the final results of the proposed methods are two sets of points.
Algorithm 2 is the GWO that is modified to obtain two sets of points that contain good and bad designs, respectively. 
GWO for design exploration 1 (GWODE1)
Input: Number of search agents (n), maximum number of GWO iterations
Calculate the fitness for each X i (1) as in Eq. (9) X α ← the best agent X β ← the second best agent X δ ← the third best agent
Update the agent as in Eq. (7) Calculate the fitness for X i (t + 1) as in Eq. (9) end for Update a, A, and C Update X α , X β , and X δ t ← t + 1 end while return G, B end procedure (2) Modifying updating scheme of vectors in GWO.
The updating scheme for vectors in GWO is modified for the design exploration process in two ways. First, the vector a decreases only if certain conditions are satisfied. In the original GWO, elements of the vector a are linearly decreased from 2 to 0. For the vector A, if |A| > 1, agents diverge from the prey; otherwise, they gather toward the prey. Since the agents in design exploration do not want to gather into a single point, elements in the vector a do not have to be decreased to 0. We added a conditional statement for updating the vectors and parameters. With a parameter s, shrink tolerance, if the number of good agents in a GWO iteration is greater than or equal to the total number of agents times s and the elements in the vector a are less than or equal to 1, the vectors and parameters are not updated. For the iterations with 10 agents and s = 0.9, if the number of good agents in a GWO iteration is greater than or equal to 9 and the elements in a are less than or equal to 1, then A, a, C, X α , X β , and X δ are not updated. It means that we do not have to shrink the searching area anymore and sample the points by using the current intermediate vectors. Figure 1 shows a comparison between the proposed updating scheme (top) and the original GWO (bottom). In the figure, dots (•) and crosses (X) represent good points and bad points, respectively. With the original updating scheme, points converge toward a point while points in the upper figure do not.
The second modification for the updating scheme is about Eq. (7). The updated agent from Eq. (7) can violate the lower bound or upper bound of design variables. In the original GWO, for each dimension, if the value of the element is less than the lower bound, it is set as x L i . If it is greater than the upper bound, the value is set as x U i . That means that many borderline points are sampled when we use the original updating scheme. In the modification, we accepted the updated agent only if it is in the boundary of the design variables. For each dimension, corresponding elements of the vectors r 1 and r 2 in Eqs. (3) and (4) are re-evaluated until the updated value does not violate the bounds. Checking the feasibility of design variables is computationally much cheaper than evaluating fitness which includes performance functions. The algorithm with modified updating scheme is presented in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3
GWO for design exploration 2 (GWODE2)
Input: Number of search agents (n), maximum number of GWO iterations (t max ), shrink tolerance (s) procedure GWODE2 (n, t max ,s)
For the first optimization problem, the target range defined by T L and T U is used for a fitness function as an initialization. From the initialization process, we can get a set of good points, G. Points in G are clustered by k-means clustering and the centers of the clusters become the targets for the next iteration. Since the centers of the clusters exist in design space, we need to evaluate the responses for the centers, and the responses are set as target points.
K-means clustering is a data mining method that partitions observations into k clusters [26] . It evaluates the sum of point-to-centroid distances for each cluster and minimizes the sum of the evaluations. In order to validate the result from k-means clustering, a silhouette method is used [27] . Since the performance of the clustering from the k-means method depends on k, the number of clusters, the algorithm tries 1 to k max clusters and evaluates the silhouette mean to find the best cluster. The target point, T, is defined as the centers of the best clusters from k-means clustering and the silhouette method.
Algorithm 4
GWOMTE
Input: Number of search agents (n), maximum number of GWO iterations (t max ), shrink tolerance (s), maximum number of explored target points (p max ), target convergence tolerance (c), maximum number of clusters (k max ) procedure GWOMTE (n, t max , s, p max , c, k max )
Define the fitness using T L and T L as in Eq. (9)
With the modifications, the proposed algorithm, GWO for multiple target exploration (GWOMTE), is presented in Algorithm 4. There are six parameters in the algorithm. The number of search agents (n) and the maximum number of GWO iterations (t max ) are parameters for the original GWO. Shrink tolerance (s) defines the exploration and exploitation in the updating scheme. The maximum number of explored target points (p max ) and target 
can calculate the maximum number of function evaluations. Since the algorithm evaluates performance functions n × t max number of times for every target point, n × t max × p max is the maximum number of function evaluations. Lastly, the maximum number of clusters (k max ) determines a quality of k-means clustering.
The algorithm starts with GWODE2 where the fitness function is defined with the target range. The set of good design points is clustered by k-means clustering with different numbers of clusters, k, and the silhouette method is used to find the best cluster among k max different clustering results. The centers of the best clusters are defined as target points. The target list of the lth iteration is defined by evaluating all the centers with the performance functions, R(x). For each target point, it defines the fitness function and GWODE2 is applied. There are two different stopping criteria. If the centers of clusters converge to certain points, the algorithm stops. The test of convergence is performed only if the number of clusters is the same as the number of clusters in the previous iteration. Also, if the number of target points that are used to define fitness functions is greater than p max , it stops.
Numerical Experiments
Numerical experiments are performed to test the proposed methods. Two different problems are tested in this section. The first problem is a two-dimensional problem with polynomial performance functions. The good points are displayed in graphs to see the spread of the solutions. The second problem is a two-degree-offreedom bicycle model. There are seven design variables and five performance functions. For performance functions, closed-form expressions are used.
The purpose of the numerical evaluation is verifying GWOMTE and comparing with GWODE1 by measuring the quality of good points in the set G. To evaluate the quality of points, four metrics are used: the rate of good designs (r g ), the rate of unique designs (r u ), spread (E 0 ), and spread of standardized data (E 0,std ). r g counts the number of good designs which is easily obtained from the cardinality of G. For r u , unique designs are defined as good design points that are not close to other good design points. In this numerical experiment, if the two points are in the same hypercube where its minimum distance between two vertices is 0.1, they are considered as the same points. That means we ignore all the digits after the second decimal number and remove redundant points. Spread is proposed by Willerton [28] . It measures the size of metric spaces. The spread E 0 (X ) is defined by as follows:
In the definition, Y is a finite set and d is a metric. In this case, we use Euclidean distance as the metric. According to the paper by Willerton, the spread has the following properties [28] :
As it is shown in the first property, the lower bound of spread is 1 and the upper bound depends on the number of points in Y. E 0,std also uses Eq. (11), but the good design points are standardized with x L and x U . The numerical experiment starts with solving the problem using GWOMTE. With being solved by GWOMTE, we can get the number of explored target points, p*, that shows how many times GWODE2 is used for GWOMTE. After GWOMTE is tested, we run GWODE1 for p* times. By doing so, we evaluate the same number of points for both GWOMTE and GWODE1, which is equal to (n × t max × p*). For the results from GWOMTE and GWODE1, four metrics (r g , r u , E 0 , and E 0,std ) are calculated to compare the quality of solutions.
Problem 1: Two-Dimensional Problem.
A simple twodimensional problem is tested to visualize the set of good designs. The solution space of the problem is as follows:
There are two design variables, x 1 and x 2 , and three performance functions, R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 . Performance functions are polynomial functions which are linear, quadratic, and cubic. For the numerical experiments, the boundary of the design variables is fixed as x The solution space of P1A has one connected set, P1B has two disconnected sets, and P1C has three disconnected sets. We set the parameters as n = 10, t max = 20, p max = 500, c = 2 × 10 −3 , and k max = 10. For the shrink tolerance s, 11 different values are tested (0, 0.1, 0.2, … , 1). The results are summarized in Table 1 . For each shrink tolerance, we tested 100 different random seeds and the results shown in the table are the averages of 100 outputs.
(13) Table 1 shows comparisons between GWOMTE and GWODE1. The bold values in the table represent the better performance between the two methods. In the results, both GWOMTE and GWODE1 performed better than brute-force search. r u values of brute-force search for P1A, P1B, and P1C were 0.0245, 0.0286, and 0.0092, respectively. For the parameter s, as it decreased, r g and r u decreased but E 0 increased. As s gets close to 0, the points spread more from the target point rather than converge. That means smaller s sacrifices the probability of getting good points for the spread of the points. In terms of the spread metrics (E 0 and E 0,std ), GWODE1 was better than GWOMTE. We think this is because of the stopping criteria of GWOMTE. Since the algorithm stops when the target points are not much changed, the points are sampled toward similar target points at the last stage of the algorithm. About the r u , it is the highest when s = 0.8 for all the cases. For these problems, 0.8 is the best value for s where the algorithm obtains additional good points by using redundant points. Figures 2 and 3 show a good example of GWOMTE. Only good points are shown in the figures. Each marker in the figure represents the number of the cluster. For example, in the upper figure in Fig. 2 , there are two different markers ("1" and "2") which tell the cluster number that the design points belongs to. The plus signs (+) represent the centers of clusters. Figure 2 shows the first and second iterations of the algorithm and Fig. 3 shows the third and fourth iterations. The algorithm did not find any point in the right set of the solution space in the first iteration. In the second iteration, one solution is found in the right set. However, both centers of clusters are in the left set. As more design points are sampled in the third iteration, one of the centers moved to the right set. In the fourth iteration, the algorithm started to find good design points in the right set.
Problem 2: Automotive Vehicle Design
3.2.1 Problem Description: Bicycle Model. In the bicycle model, lateral and yaw dynamics formulate vehicle motions. Lateral and yaw dynamics are shown in Eq. (14) and Eq. (15), respectively. Also, the vehicle geometry is shown in Fig. 4 .
In Eq. (14), m represents the mass of a vehicle, and F yf and F yr are the tire forces at the front and rear axles. In Eq. (15), I zz is the yaw moment of inertia, and M z is the yaw moment due to tire forces. Both equations can be formulated with the slip angle and cornering stiffness. The front and rear cornering stiffness are denoted as C αfs and C αrs , respectively. The front and rear slip angle are defined as follows:
In Eqs. (16) and (17), U is the longitudinal velocity, V is the lateral velocity, and r represents the yaw rate. By using the cornering stiffness and slip angle, lateral and yaw dynamics are formulated as follows:
Here, C αf = 2C αf s (180/π) and C αr = 2C αf r (180/π). The final forms of the dynamic equations are obtained by setting the first derivatives of the state variables as 0. In the model, U = 80 and g = 9.82. The formulations are following.
3.2.2 Numerical Test. In this case study, seven design variables and five performance functions are used. Table 2 summarizes the design variables and performance functions. The solution space of the problem is following. where
We set the parameters as n = 20, t max = 40, p max = 500, c = 5 × 10 −3 , and k max = 10. For the shrink tolerance s, 11 different values are tested (0, 0.1, 0.2, … , 1). For each shrink tolerance, we tested 20 different random seeds and the results shown in Table 3 are the averages of the outputs.
The results are similar to the results of the two-dimensional problem. r g and r u decreased as s got close to 0. However, r u of GWODE1 was worse than r u of brute-force search, which was 0.0698, while r u of GWOMTE was better than r u of brute-force search. Also, E 0 of GWOMTE was better than that of GWODE1. The spread metric, E 0 , is not monotonically increasing as the number of points increases, but the maximum value that E 0 can get increases. As the number of good points for GWOMTE almost doubled that of GWODE1, E 0 was much higher for GWOMTE. The authors thought GWOMTE deserved the advantage because the algorithm got more good design points than GWODE1 from the same number of evaluations.
Discussion
The goal of the proposed methods is finding good and distinguishable design points as many as possible in a limited number Fig. 4 A bicycle model of evaluations. The methods return a set of good designs, which is included in the solution space and a set of bad designs where the elements violate the target range. In the numerical experiments, the results of r g and r u were good for the size of the solution space. The high r g values are meaningful for computationally expensive problems. Because of the complexity, the sampling or the design exploration process should be efficient, and the high r g means the high probability of sampling a good design point. In terms of the spread metric, E 0 , the results are different from r u in the two-dimensional problems. It is because, for two different design points, E 0 increases if the distance between two points increases while r u does not increase once they are not very close enough. r u is a good metric for measuring the quality of distinguishable design points, but it is subjective because the user should define the value of the "close-enough distance."
In the experiment, GWOMTE performed well for the tested problems. Especially, for the two-dimensional problem, it performed much better than brute-force search. For the bicycle model, it still outperformed brute-force search, but the margin was smaller than the low-dimensional problem. Since the original GWO works best for benchmark problems and low-dimensional case-studies [29] , further improvements and experiments should be done for high-dimensional problems. Also, we can use a different type of derivative-free method other than GWO, such as PSO or GA. GWO is used for the paper because we know how many evaluations are going to be done by the algorithm because of the stopping criterion of GWO. However, any other derivative-free method can be applied to this framework which is the concept of design exploration and setting the target points by k-means clustering. As the modified updating schemes are introduced specifically for GWO, the updating schemes for the method should be changed accordingly.
In the clustering stage of the proposed method, k-means and the silhouette method are used as they are the widely used clustering method, easy to implement, and efficient in time. However, k-means converges to a local minimum only (it converges to the global minimum in certain conditions [30] ). In our method, we cannot guarantee or provide proof of convergence of the clustering stage. Instead, we added p max , the maximum number of explored target points, to use it for an additional stopping criterion. As one of the future works, we can fine-tune the proposed method by applying other clustering methods instead of k-means clustering. We can use the x-means clustering method [31] , which is an extension of k-means clustering, where an algorithm automatically finds the number of clusters. By using x-means clustering, we do not have to use the silhouette method to determine the best number of Understeer gradient deg/g R 5 Yaw rate natural frequency Hz clusters. However, we still need to figure out if the clustering stage guarantees the optimality. Furthermore, we can use the time-series clustering method [32] . It is used when a series of datasets is given. The outputs of proposed methods are two finite sets rather than infinite sets or feasible regions. If designers want to have an approximated solution space, the outputs, G and B, can be used. By utilizing machine learning and data mining such as support vector machine [33] , designers can perform a binary classification and build a prediction model that discriminate between good and bad designs. Since proposed methods sample the points near boundaries of the solution space, it will be effective to apply binary classification techniques.
Also, estimating the solution space or obtaining the finite set of good design points can be useful rather than having the best design by an optimization problem. For example, solution spaces from different target ranges can be combined to build a better design. For product family design, solution spaces from the same performance functions and different target ranges are sets of candidate solutions [19] . Designers can maximize the number of shared components by choosing design points that are in intersections of solution spaces.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced methods that can be used in the early stage of design processes. As target points explore the target range for performance functions, the objective function of the optimization is updated. The optimization problems are used as a means of sampling design points in the solution space. We modified the GWO for the sampling process, and it is used as a design exploration process. Target points are determined by clustering so that the centers of the clusters represent disconnected sets of the solution space. With the proposed methods, designers can obtain finite sets of design points, and those can be used to estimate solution space or design multiple products that satisfy different target ranges. Therefore, the proposed algorithms enable designers to explore design space and help them understand the solution space.
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